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Generative tasks for music

Unconditioned generation
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Melody harmonization
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Prime and continuation
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Summary

SOTA Music Generation
• Samples sound intentional and visceral, coherent across multiple time scales, from

expressive micro-timing of 10 milliseconds to several minutes.

• Supports interactivity, such as melody and chord conditioning.

Scale up and Generalize Relative Attention
• Our efficient formulation reduces intermediate memory from 8.5 GB to 4.2 MB per

layer, scaling to thousands of tokens.

• Strengthen inductive bias for timing and relational features such as relative pitch

• Generalizes beyond training length.

Language Prior in Wave2Midi2Wave
• Enabled audio generation with long-term musical

structure [Hawthorne 2019].

Problem and results

Experiment: Continue a given motif to twice the training length.

Performance RNN [Simon & Oore 2017]

Needs to compress history, only coherent short-term, drifts away to many other ideas

Transformer [Vaswani 2017]

Repetition is easier with self-attention, but generation deteriorates beyond training length

Music Transformer (with relative attention)

Maintains long-term coherence and generalizes beyond training length

Symbolic music representations

Fixed grid
4-part scores: “rastor” scan on pitch
and time grid at 16th-note resolution

Event-based [Simon & Oore 2017]

piano performances: various event types for expressive
timing down till 10 milliseconds and high-fidelity dynamics

Transformer

Attention
Q, K, V are queries, keys, and values
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Relative attention

Relative distance modulates query key relevance [Shaw 2018]

E: embedding for relative distance between queries and keys

g(E): gather relative embedding for all query–key pairs

Z1 = softmax
(
QK> +Qg(E)

)
V

Problem: gather creates high memory footprint,
prohibitive for long sequences.

O(L2D): length x length x hidden size

8.5 GB per layer when L = 2048 and D = 512

Maximal training length 650

E

g(E) is 8.5 GB per layer
for 2K length sequence!

Efficient relative attention

Reduce memory by directly multipling query and relative embedding, then
skew result

Z1 = softmax
(
QK> + skew

(
QE>

))
V

Skew by pad, reshape, slice
Shift positions from absolute query by relative (iq, r) to absolute query by absolute key (iq, jk).

The skewing implements jk = r − (L− 1) + iq.

O(LD): length x hidden size

4.2 MB per layer when L = 2048 and D = 512

Maximal training length 3500

Visualizing self-reference

Beyond immediate past, attends far back where motifs repeat (in grayed
out sections).

Multi-head attention in color: thickness of line corresponds to softmax weight.
Visualizing attention in last layer as music transformer predicts next event (unconditioned generation).

Experiments

JSB Chorales

• Small dataset: 382 scores, ∼20K beats,
∼320K 16th notes.

• Efficient relative attention improves
negative loglikelihood (NLL).

• Adding relative pitch and time helps:
Q
(
g(Ep) + g(Et)

)
Model Loss

Coconet CNN [Huang 2017]
chronological 0.436
orderless 0.238

Transformer self-attention
baseline 0.417
efficient relative attention 0.347

+ relative pitch and time 0.335

Maestro

• Less small dataset: 450 classical piano
compositions, 1184 performances, 172
hours, 6.8 million notes [Hawthorne 2019].

• For comparison, Penn Treebank consists of
4.5 million words (not characters).

• Efficient relative attention improves NLL.

• Also generalizes beyond training length.

Model Loss

RNN-LSTM [Simon & Oore 2017]
PerformanceRNN 2.094
with attention 2.066

Transformer self-attention
baseline 1.835
efficient relative attention 1.808

Outro

Blog post and full paper:
https://g.co/magenta/music-transformer

Interactive visualizer:
https://meowni.ca/transformer-visualization
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